NOTICE

DEGREE MASTERS DELEGATES AND SUBDELEGATES ELECTIONS 2015

In compliance with the regulation of student’s representative elections of this Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, group delegates and sub-delegates elections are convened:

LOCATION: CLASSROOM

TIMETABLE: MASTERS STUDENTS:

EMSE, MUSS y MUIS: Tuesday, 29th of September from 16:00 to 17:00 hours

In order to carry out the process of Masters Groups delegates and sub-delegates elections, all students must attend the classroom where class is taught in the corresponding Schedule, even though they are not enrolled in the course that is taught at the time.

Group delegate and sub-delegate shall be elected by and from among all students present at the time of the election, and enrolled in a subject of that group.

Election must provide documentation identifying them as such (DNI, or any similar document of the European Union, passport, driving license or UPM card).

The election legislation is available in the Student’s Guild and in the following link: http://www.fi.upm.es/es/delegacion.
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